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PC B MOUNTING SYSTE M

You in Control
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

“On-Track” is an innovative new track system for mounting
3.25” printed circuit boards. The circuit boards simply snap
in and out of the track for easy installation and service. The
boards are held secure by the built-in locking tabs which
firmly clamp both the front and back surface of the board.
Each 8” wide section is pre-scored at 2” intervals, so breaking it up into four smaller sections for smaller boards is
literally a snap.

TK-325

Mounting the track/PCB assembly can be accomplished via two slotted or one center screw/rivet holes located on
each 2” section. Mounting can also be accomplished using double-sided tape, or the optional TK-CL snap-in rail
(standard DIN or “A” series) mounting clip. The TK-325 and TK-CL truly allow your circuit board integrations to
stay “On-Track”.
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Unique patent-pending design
Clean breaking plastic - “No Tools Required”
UL508 Recognized Component
Standard size 3.50” (89mm) H x 8.00”(203mm)
W x 0.75” (19mm) D
Convenient snap apart scoring for 2” sections
Both slotted and non-slotted screw/rivet holes on
each 2” section
Snap-in DIN or “A” series adaptor clip holes
on each 2” section
Allows for both horizontal and vertical mounting

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL NUMBER/ DESCRIPTION:

DIMENSIONS:

MATERIAL:				
APPROVALS:
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Unique circuit board snap-in tabs allow for easy
“in and out” functionality while providing positive,
secure board clamping
Low profile design ensures efficient use of both lateral
and vertical space available
Optional snap-in standard DIN or “A”series mounting
rail adaptor (TK-CL) available		
8” sections can be butted together allowing for
unlimited overall lengths
Fits printed circuit boards 3.25”(83mm)
H x up to 8” (203mm) W x 0.065” (1.65mm) D

TK-325: 		
8” long On-Track for 3.25” wide PCB
TK-CL: 		
DIN/”A” rail mounting clip
TK-325CL:		
3.25” PCB On-Track (8” long) with four (4) TK-CL
TK-325: 		
3.50” (89mm) x 8.00” (203mm) x 0.75” (19mm)
TK-CL: 		
2.30” (59mm) x 0.38” (10mm) x 0.75” (19mm)
TK-325CL: 		
3.50” (89mm) x 8.00” (203mm) x 0.75” (19mm)
ABS94V-0
UL Recognized Component (UL508, NMTR2), File# E232859
CUL Recognized Component (UL508, NMTR8), File# E232859
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NOTICE: The information contained in this document is intended only as a summary and is subject to change without notice. The products described have specific
instructional/installation documentation, which covers various technical, approval, code, limitation and liability information. Copies of this documentation along with any general product warning and limitation documents, which also contain important information, are provided with the product and are also available from Air Products and
Controls Inc. The information contained in all of these documents should be considered before specifying or using the products. Any example applications shown are
subject to the most current enforced local/national codes, standards, approvals, certifications, and/or the authority having jurisdiction. All of these resources, as well as
the specific manufacturer of any shown or mentioned related equipment, should be consulted prior to any implementation. For further information or assistance concerning
the products, contact Air Products and Controls Inc. Air Products and Controls Inc. reserves the right to change any and all documentation without notice.
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